
M25 Traffic Update Kent
Twitter 2015-07-16 17:38:04 UPDATE: M11 Junction 6 (M25) northbound - Lane two is open
while lane one remains closed for clean up (the earlier vehicle fire). Kent Police received reports
that people started kicking a ball about in a closed on the M25 after becoming stuck in a major
traffic jam on the motorway in Kent.

Live road traffic news and travel information for Kent,
brought to you by BBC Travel.
M25 Kent - Queuing traffic for eight miles and long delays on M25 anticlockwise at The Update
07:30hrs: The casualty has been released by firefighters. Live road traffic news and travel
information for Dartford, brought to you by BBC Travel. M25 Greater London - Three lanes
blocked and queuing traffic on M25 A26 Kent - Queuing traffic on A26 Tonbridge Road in
Wateringbury. Here is the latest update on roads around Milton Keynes, M25 and M1 M25 M25
M25 Kent - Long delays on M25 anticlockwise at A282, Dartford Crossing.
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Vehicle destroyed but no one hurt as firefighters tackle incident on slip
road near Dartford in Kent. Travel updates. Get news about travel to and
from the airport, including traffic forecasts and planned engineering
works. Reduced services between Bath.

That means traffic heading into Kent will be stuck in miles of traffic
stretching halfway back to J27 for Delays have built up after two lorries
crashed on the M25. Kent Police – @kent_police – took to Twitter to
update people on delays on the M25 We have reports people are playing
football in the static traffic on the M25. Kent travel: traffic slow on A20,
A28 and M25 at Dartford Crossing Update: Youngster remains in
intensive care after being knocked off bike in Whit…

Two lanes of the M25/A282 clockwise at
Dartford have been closed to traffic after a
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Operation Stack UPDATE: Police urge
motorists to take food, water.
AN accident on the M25 this morning has now been cleared but traffic is
still backed up as a result of the incident. This is on the M25
anticlockwise. The M20 coastbound (eastbound) in Kent is closed
between junctions 8 (near Note that when Operation Stack is active,
Dover port will not allow HGV traffic. HERE'S a handy list of planned
roadworks in Kent and Sussex, from Monday to Sunday… Lane closures
and temporary traffic lights will be in place overnight, between 8pm and
6am, from Monday 15 OPERATION STACK: Travel update. Lane
closures and slow traffic on the M25, between junctions 6 and 5, after a
lorry crashed through All emergency services, including both Surrey
Police and Kent Police, are on the scene. We will update with closures
as soon as we can. One person has been killed and a section of the M25
closed following a major Traffic camera CCTV image showing the
aftermath of the incident at junction 26. M25 Kent. M25 Live travel.
More details & traffic cameras. One lane closed and queueing traffic due
to accident, a lorry and two cars involved. Last updated 19.

Last updated 10:13 Thursday 16 July 2015 : Traffic is slow westbound
on approach to the works on Lower Thames Street. In addition there are
intermittent.

It prompted Kent Police to issue a warning about the 'dangerous'
activity. See the We have reports people are playing football in the static
traffic on the M25.

This proposed link is also within the Kent Downs AONB and special
This option did not accommodate the predicted traffic growth in the
longer A study in a Lower Thames Crossing providing 'relief to east side
of the M25 between Kent.



M2 eastbound between J3 and J4 / Eastbound / Congestion / Kent with
the A247 and the M25, there are currently delays of 10 mins due to
heavy traffic.

All traffic is being held at the toll booths in Kent. Delays are stretching
back as far as Junction 3, at the Swanley Interchange. Three fire engines
remain. News and updates from Kent Police's Motorbike Team. Non
HGV cross channel traffic might be best using M2/A2. This morning's
traffic update: Delays after serious crash near Maidstone and queues on
the M25 bit.ly/1Skeao1. M25 junction 5 Sevenoaks, Kent: carriageway
resurfacing on the road ahead, not the roadworks. be alert for works'
traffic leaving or entering roadworks. keep. Roadworks, Cameras.
Severe, Normal. Showing: Newest first. Update Traffic returned to
normal on A405 North Orbital Road at M25 J21A Roundabout. Slow
traffic on A201 New Kent Road Westbound between A2 / A100
(Bricklayers.

There is slow moving traffic on the M25 heading towards the Dartford
Tunnel UPDATE: Crash in Birchington - A28 Canterbury Road now
reopened. Traffic and travel updates from the Dartford Crossing as cars
cross from Essex to Kent on the M25. Keep up to update with delays
and collisions and how they. Broken down lorry blocking M25 traffic
Guardian Series 00:39 Mon, 13 Jul 2015 UPDATE: Missing Staffy seen
running riot on M25 near Dartford found News.
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There has been a serious incident on the M25 at J5 in Kent, which has closed UPDATE –
14:10hrs: The M26 has now reopened on approach to the serious.
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